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Abstract 1 In this paper we propose an architecture
supporting online open communities, where by open
communities we mean communities where previously
unknown people can join, possibly for a limited amount
of time. The fundamental question that we address is
“how we can make sure that an individual’s requirements are taken into consideration by the community
while her privacy is respected and the community’s ethical code is not violated”. The main contributions are:
(i) a conceptual framework which allows to describe
individual and community profiles, including data and
norms that provide information about their owner and
their requirements, and (ii) a decentralised architecture
enabling interactions that leverage the exchange of profile information among people and communities to ensure that requirements are fulfilled and privacy is respected.
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This paper is a substantially extended and revised version
of [49]. The main changes are: improving and extending the
introduction, considering norms as part of the profile (Section
2), adding a discussion on how to build and share the profiles (Section 3), adding a description of the decision engine
(Section 4.4), and changing the motivating example (Section
5).
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1 Introduction
The huge success of social networks, e.g., Facebook,
Whatsapp, WeChat, has highlighted the importance
of online social relations, where the key novelty is the
possibility of enabling interactions which transcend the
limitations of space and time. Thanks to social networks, it is possible for anybody to interact in real time,
in writing or by talking, to virtually anybody else in
the world, independently of their physical location. The
implications of this success are obvious and involve a
huge amplification of social relations, thus enabling the
creation of large scale online communities. This phenomenon has been extensively studied in the literature,
see, e.g., [14, 54, 21].
Following the vision described in [23], in this paper we propose to move “from a network of computers,
which in turn may be connected to people, to a network of people, whose interactions are mediated and
empowered by computers” (quote from [23]). In other
words, after investing in the last few decades on how
the machine may be put at the service of humans in
online networks (as in, for example, the Internet or the
IoT), we now highlight the need to bring back the human as a critical source of providing support, and not
just receiving it.
This entails careful work on online social relations,
which has its difficulties, one of the main issues relating to their quality. As discussed in, e.g., [51, 14], computer mediated interactions can be, and often are, less
valuable in building and also in sustaining close relations. However, despite this, the possibility of develop-
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ing high value online communities seems quite promising [20, 55]. Social relations then become more intense
and can be applied for objectives which go far beyond
the exchange of short messages or discussions about the
current topic of interest; this being grounded in the fact
that, in the real world, social relations allow people not
only to interact but also to help one another by using their collective strengths as the means for overcoming individual weaknesses. A collective has capabilities
that are much more than the sum of the capabilities of
any single member [55]. The intrinsic diversity of people (in their characteristics, knowledge, skills, competencies, and much more) is something that people use
in their everyday life, often without even realising it.
We ask a doctor for a diagnosis and a treatment when
we are ill, we call up a plumber if a pipe leaks in our
house, and look for someone speaking our language and
Chinese if we need to sort out arrangements for a stay
in Beijing. Scaling up this possibility to the whole size
of the Internet would immensely enhance the ability
to solve certain tasks, thanks to the help and support
of third parties. And this applies to any type of need,
ranging from a person who provides you a service (as
in the plumber example), a need whose satisfaction requires some follow-up action in the real world, or a pure
informational need (as in the Chinese example), where
the need can be solved online.
Many social networks today seem to address this
very problem. Current online social networks like Instagram and TikTok are based on enabling social relations with previously unknown people. Many are used
for connecting people to solve specific human needs,
like TaskRabbit (www.taskrabbit.com), Upwork (www.
upwork.com), or PeoplePerHour (www.peopleperhour.
com). Current ego networks [62, 52, 3, 39] already allow
users to apply the support and skills of a large number
of people.
However, existing solutions suffer from their use of
rigid interaction protocols that leave their users without much control over their data and interactions. This
paper’s main novelty is in giving users: 1) control over
their profile data, over how this data can be shared,
with whom, and under which circumstances; and 2)
control over how interactions are carried out within
communities. The main question we address is how can
we make sure that an individual will have her needs
taken into consideration, leveraging the available profiles, while ensuring that her privacy is respected and
the community’s ethical code is not violated.
The problem of privacy online is well known and
largely studied, see, e.g., [63, 36, 37, 40, 60] and has
caused various studies and analyses, see, e.g., [56, 11],
as well as the generation of considerable legislation, in
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Europe above all, but also worldwide [19, 18]. However
this problem grows enormously in the case of online
(open) communities, given that their enablement requires sharing information which is far more sensitive
than that needed in the state of the art social networks
[33].
The main contribution of this paper is thus the definition and articulation of an architecture enabling and
supporting online open communities, with a dedicated
focus on the individual and her needs and giving special attention to privacy. Towards this end, the main
components of the proposed solution are:

– A conceptual framework which allows for describing
individual and community profiles, including data
and norms that provide information about their
owner. We argue that people and communities must
build their own profile which can then be used by
third parties to discover the most suitable person
who can help them with the task at hand. We also
argue the need to empower people and communities
in selecting the visibility of the profile as a trade-off
between privacy and openness. On the one hand,
there is a need to prevent personal information to
be shared with unknown and possibly malicious people, while on the other hand, there is a need to allow
for some level of personal information sharing. If nobody knows about you or about how to contact you,
then no social interactions can be enabled. The solution provided is that the level of information that
a person will share will depend on the context [10,
25, 22], e.g., the type of information itself, the goal
and the people involved.
– A decentralised architecture for social networks that
helps achieve the above goals by mediating social interactions through community norms. The proposed
architecture empowers community members by allowing them to specify their individual rules and
data that describe them, as well as to specify whom
to share this information with and under what circumstances.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our conceptual framework for profiles, which are
composed of data and norms. Section 3 discusses profile
building and profile sharing, a cornerstone for addressing privacy. Section 4 introduces the decentralised architecture addressing the conceptual framework, while
Section 5 provides a motivating example. The related
work is discussed in Section 6 before concluding with
Section 7.

Empowering Users in Online Open Communities

2 Profile
A profile is a description of an entity, which, in turn,
we take to be a person or a community. When building
a software system that supports a particular social interaction, for any entity, it is fundamental to define: (i)
what particular attributes are relevant for the interaction with other entities, so that their values (i.e.,data)
should be gathered; and (ii) what rules of behaviour
(i.e., norms) of entities affect the social interaction being modelled.
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the ”family”), for a person, and “WhO do you collaborate with?” for a community.
WI is object context which captures the materiality,
e.g., “smartphone” or “car”. It represents the object you currently have. Informally, it answers the
question “What are you wIth?” for a person and
“What Infrastructure does the community have?”
for a community.
WE

Definition 1 (Profile) A profile P is a pair of data
D and a set N of norms: P = (D, N )
Next, we analyse the two components of a profile in
detail.

WA

Room

PartOf

A profile will contain an ample amount of data about
that entity, information needed in order to suitably interact in a certain open community. We illustrate here
the dimensions of a person’s situational context [25],
noting that a profile of any entity may consist of multiple contexts, for instance describing the entity’s physical characteristics, its competences or, even an ongoing conversation. Figure 1 shows a small example of
Ethan’s situational context D. We focus on the situational context for three main reasons. The first is that
it highlights the privacy issues that can be raised in relation to personal information. The second is that this
information is, of course, very dynamic, thus making
privacy a problem which must continuously be dealt
with, with the assurance that the information provided
to third parties at a certain moment of time will not
hold any longer than necessary. The third is that the
situational context plays a crucial role in the possibility
for a certain individual to engage, within a community,
in a social interaction.
A situational context is composed of four main subcontexts, WE, WA, WO, and WI, as follows:
WE is a spatial context which captures the exact location, e.g., “Home” or “Barcelona”. We refer to it
as the answer to “WhEre are you?” in the case of
a person and “WhEre is the community located?”
for a community.
WA is a behavioural context which captures the activity, e.g., “napping”. Informally, it answers the
question “WhAt are you doing?” for a person and
“WhAt does the community do?” for a community.
WO is a social context which captures the social relations, or the answer to “WhO are you with?” (e.g.,

what

KindOf

ME

Home
Name: MyHome
Location: Barcelona

Rest
Name: Resr#1240

Person
Name: Ethan
Gender: Male
Age: 35

At

WI

Name: Napping#214

where

WO

Car
Name: MyCar
Color: Red
Brand: Toyota

2.1 Data

Napping

Name: Bedroom#1

with

Smartphone

Person

who

Name: Carol
Gender: Male
Age: 15

Person
Name: Maria
Gender: Female
Age: 11

FamilyOf

Name: MySmartphone
OnPerson: True

Fig. 1 An example of situational context

We model a person’s situational context D, which
we refer to as the data part of the profile, as a knowledge
graph [8, 17, 35], which we define as the union of four
smaller knowledge graphs W E, W A, W O, W I.
Definition 2 (Data) The data D, representing the
context inside of the profile, is the union of the four
dimensions of situational context:
D = (W E ∪ W A ∪ W O ∪ W I)
In this setting we define a knowledge graph as follows:
– nodes represent entities, namely anything physical,
digital, conceptual, real or imaginary which is described via a set of properties, i.e., attributes and
relations (e.g., MyCar, Barcelona, Ethan);
– information about these nodes is represented as attributes, namely entity value pairs (e.g., Location
(Barcelona), Gender(Ethan) = Male, Age(Ethan) =
35);
– links represent relations among entities, namely a
limited set of pairs of entities describing how they relate (e.g., where (Ethan, Bedroom#1), who(Ethan,
Carol), with (Ethan, MyCar), partOf (Bedroom#1,
MyHome)).
Notice that a knowledge graph like the one defined
above can be mapped one-to-one into a Description
logic where entities (e.g., Ethan) are instances populating concepts (e.g., Person), while attributes and relations are pairs populating, respectively, data and object properties, see, e.g., [4, 50]. This knowledge graph,
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in turn, can be easily represented and exported in terms
of RDF triples.
We assume that a profile is continuously enriched
with data coming from various sorts of streams, requiring to store the changing values of the most relevant
attributes. These streams of information can be sensor
data (e.g., GPS, accelerometer, giroscope, blue-tooth)
which are then used to learn the various types of information stored in D. Some of this information is directly
provided by the user, properly asked by the system.
This topic is not described here because it is out of
scope. [29, 64, 66, 9] provide a long list of concrete examples of how this can be done. From a practical point
of view, D can be considered as consisting of lifelogging
data [32, 7], which can be formalised as:
Dt (u) = hD1 , D2 , D3 , . . . , Dt i, t → +∞
where Dt (u) is the data profile of user u at time t, t
is growing along the user’s life, and the size of streaming profile is thus continuously increasing. It is worth
noticing that the problem of an ever growing profile is
dealt with by implementing various forms of selective
forgetting. The results, which are much more compact
are then stored in a long term memory. Thus, again,
[29,64, 66, 9] provide examples of the kind of learning
we perform over data from a two week period.

2.2 Norms
Norms are rules that specify behaviour at the individual and the social level. They determine what actions
are acceptable, who can an individual interact with,
and under what circumstances, etc. So far normative
systems have mostly focused on the action, namely on
‘what’ can one do; here we focus on the other crucial
aspect of interactions, namely on ‘who’ can one interact
with, this being more and more relevant in an increasingly hyper-connected world. To achieve this, we take
norms as the second component of individual and community profiles (Definition 1). Behaviour is as important in social interactions as individuals’ gender, age, or
relationships. For example, one individual norm can say
“only seek help from people around me”, while another
can say “never bother me when I am napping”.
Traditionally, in multiagent systems, norms have
been specified through deontic operators that describe
what is permitted, forbidden, or obligatory [61]. We
propose a simple approach that specifies norms as ifthen statements that specify who can perform what action, and under what condition. For instance, the above
two individual norms may be specified as:

IF
seek help(P erson, T ask)
and location(P erson, City)
and f riends around(City, List)
THEN
f orward seek help(List, T ask)
IF
naptime(true) and notif y(X)
THEN
suppress notif ication(X)
The norm part of a profile is then taken to be a set
of such if-then statements, and defined accordingly.
Definition 3 (Norm)
A norm n
∈
N
is defined as an if-then statement: n
=
IF Condition THEN Consequent, where Condition and
Consequent are expressions, or formulae, defined as
follows:
– Each atomic formula is a formula.
– If C and C 0 are formulae, then C and C 0 is a formula.
– If C is a formula, then ¬C is a formula.
The profile may be the profile of an individual or a
community, and as such and just like the data part of
the profile, the norms part will also describe the rules of
behaviour of the individual or the community, respectively. When norms are part of the individual profile,
we refer to them as individual norms, and when they
are part of the community profile, we refer to them as
community norms. Notice how in this setting by ‘community’ we mean both an organisation as we have in
the real world, e.g., the University of Trento, as well
as an online group of people, more or less informally
organised.
Community norms govern the behaviour of the community they are associated with, including its members.
Any action (represented by a message exchange) in the
peer-to-peer network of this community must be coherent with these norms. For instance, a norm in a mutual
aid community that prohibits members from abusing
the community by always asking for help and never offering help, or a norm that punishes those that do not
fulfil their duties by suspending their memberships. We
consider an action acceptable by the community when
it doesn’t violate any of the community’s norms.
Community norms can be divided into a number
of categories. For example, institutional norms can describe the rules of behaviour in the given community
(following the concept of electronic institutions [15]).
Ethical norms can describe what is considered ethical
and what actions are deemed unethical, and hence, unacceptable in the community. Incentive norms can help
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provide incentives for community members to behave
in a certain way, such as encouraging benevolent behaviour, say to help maintaining the community and
fulfilling its objectives. And so on.
Individual norms are rules that govern the behaviour of the individual they are associated with. They
represent particular aspects of the relationship of the
human with her device (mobile, tablet, computer) and
with the community. For instance, a prohibition to popup a message during a siesta. Or an obligation to filter
out messages coming from people that are not in one’s
vicinity. Of course, individual norms may implement
certain behaviour that may not be fully aligned with the
community norms. So some behaviour that is deemed
‘unacceptable’ or even ‘unethical’ by the community
may be codified at this level and remain unnoticed by
the community, simply because individual norms represent the individual’s requirements with respect to behaviour and not that of the community. In cases of conflict between community and individual norms, community norms prevail concerning actions within the community. For example, if community norms prohibit discriminating against women, then an individual norm
that asks to exclude females from a given activity will
be overruled by the community’s norm. However, individual norms prevail when concerning actions local
to one’s device.2 For instance, while community norms
may prohibit discriminating against women, one’s individual norm can enforce requests coming from women
to be suppressed (ignored).
Last, but not least, we note that like data, norms
evolve over time. While I might accept requests to play
padel from anyone today, in the future, I might change
my mind and restrict receiving such requests to those
made by padel professionals only.
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3.1 Profile Building
There are different mechanisms to obtain profile information, from simply asking the individual or the community in question (or its representative) to manually
provide this information, or using sensor data that can
automatically learn things (like location, busy hours,
heart rate, ...), to using interaction data and learned
data (e.g. observing who does one interact with often,
who is usually preferred for playing padel, ...). Given
the different mechanisms available for obtaining profile
data, it is very important to always ensure that the
associated individual or community is the one deciding which of those mechanisms to use, and under what
conditions. In other words, the individual or community decides how their profile is built. This is specified
through profile building rules. For example, one individual may decide to disable all sensor data while another
might permit the GPS sensor to sense its current location, and one community might only permit its president to manually provide information about it while
another might permit any of its users to do so. One
community may re-use, adapt, or build on top of existing norms (for example, a new social network may
re-use the institutional norms of an existing social network and adapt them to their community’s particular
needs), whereas another might bring its members to collaboratively specify its norms. While we always stress
the need for the entity in question (whether an individual or a community) to be in control, we note that how
a community reaches a decision on its profile building
rules is outside the scope of this paper, which could be
achieved through collective agreements or other means.
The left hand side of Figure 2 illustrates that the
profile building rules (BR), specified by the profile
owner, are responsible for building the private profile
from different data sources. We note that how such data
is gathered is largely beyond the scope of this paper, referring the reader to previous work on the gathering of
data [65].

3 Profile Building and Sharing
Apart from what is to be represented in a profile, which
was presented in the previous section, there are two
other fundamental questions to be addressed by a profile management system. First, how is the information
in a profile obtained? Second, who has access to it? We
will address the how and who in the next subsections.
2
Here we talk about actions local to one’s device, regardless of whether the computations behind these actions (e.g.
a decision to send a notification to the user) are performed
locally on the same device, executed to the cloud, or a combination of both.

3.2 Profile Sharing
Once a decision is made on what data to include in a
profile and established the means to gather it, the remaining fundamental question is who is granted access
to what part of the profile. As illustrated earlier, we require that the individual or community has full access
and control over their profile. To have control over who
is the profile (or parts of the profile) shared with, we
require individuals and communities to define visibility
rules that determine under what circumstances someone can see part of the individual or community profile.
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In this respect, an individual’s take on privacy (similarly for communities) will determine how she grants
access to her profile. Similar to the building rules, we
note that how a community reaches a decision on its visibility building rules is outside the scope of this paper,
which may be through collective agreements or other
means.
Our stance is that privacy is not an absolute value.
In other words, not all communities have the same
stance on what privacy is. For instance, consider the issue of revealing your ID number. Some community that
aims at supporting the elderly might find it crucial to
have the ID number of the people visiting the elderly
at home. Another community that aims at organising
political activities might find that revealing one’s ID
number is a blatant breech of their users’ privacy. Additionally, we say that privacy is fully contextual. There is
information that one may be willing to share with their
family but not with their friends and even less with their
foes. For example, one may be happy to share their exact location with friends, and maybe friends of friends,
but not with strangers. Some may be happy to share
their current city with strangers, while others wouldn’t
even share that. Therefore, we adopt the notion of privacy being fully contextual in the sense that it depends
on the current situation as well as the objectives that
one wants to achieve.
The contextuality of privacy brings up the key observation that in social relations there is always a
dilemma between privacy and transparency. On the
one hand, I may prefer that sensitive information is
not made public to avoid its misuse, and on the other
hand I want others to know everything about me that
is relevant for the social interaction to help achieve my
objectives. This dilemma applies also to online open
communities.
Our proposed solution is that the profile elements,
data and norms, can be either kept private or can be
shared with others. Sharing with others does not necessarily mean making it ‘public’ (although that would certainly be an extreme case of sharing with others), but
it means that the access to the information is granted
under certain circumstances. For instance, allow my
friends to know my exact location when I am making a
request to meet up.
The right hand side of Figure 2 illustrates that the
visibility rules (VR) are responsible for extracting, from
the private profile, the profile data that may be shared
with others in different contexts. We elaborate on the
context and the contextual profiles shortly.
Note that to have complete control over a profile,
building and visibility rules are both needed to be spec-
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ified by the profile owner, whether an individual or a
community (the black boxes of Figure 2).
3.2.1 Private profile
As discussed in [53] (see the related work for details),
a profile will contain information about all the relevant
aspects of the life of a person or a community, e.g.,
demographics, personality [13], competences [34], skills
or investment plans, but also data which continuously
change in time, even during the day, e.g., location, activities, people one is with. This complete set of data
and norms are, by default, private to (and hence, accessible only by) the profile owner (individual or community) and the system running on the profile owner’s
own device (we refer to this system that is responsible
for making decisions and executing actions the ‘decision engine’, and it is explained in further detail in Section 4.3). This complete and private profile is what is
referred to simply as ‘Profile’ in Figure 2, and has been
defined in Definition 1. For instance, if ‘location(“Calle
Enric Granados 15, 08008 Barcelona”)’ is part of Alice’s private profile this means that the system (decision engine) running on Alice’s device has permission
to use Alice’s location in the reasoning, but no one else
can. Private norms are those that are never shared with
other entities (individual or community) or devices (e.g.
‘never bother me when I am taking a nap’). Their impact on behaviour is restricted to one’s own device as
other devices do not have access to these norms.
3.2.2 Shared profile
The complete profile provides a memory of the complete description of the entity in question (individual
or community). Given such a memory, a shared profile
is built based on current contextual needs. This is a
set of attributes and norms that can be made accessible to others, both humans and the systems (decisions
enginers) running on their devices. The mechanism of
building a shared profile is analogous to the one people
use when meeting another, previously unknown, person
and need to provide her with enough information for the
task at hand (e.g. certain approaches [6] take inspiration in this model to implement semi-automatic systems
for the sharing of information with others at different
granularity based on their requests and requirements).
Similarly, one may require to abstract the contextually relevant information from the profile and create a
shared profile that will preserve privacy by hiding details that are not relevant to the current situation while
still containing the information that is needed for the
interaction or task. For example, share my age but not
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Fig. 2 How profiles are generated and shared

my date of birth, or share the city where I live but not
the exact address.
We say shared profiles are to be shared with specific
people under certain conditions that define the context of the shared profile. For example, besides sharing contact information, in certain cases users may
want to share with others their preferences/interests
and context-specific sensor readings like number of
steps [43]. A definition is provided next.
Definition 4 (Shared Profile) A shared profile is defined as: XP = (P 0 , S, C), where P 0 is the part of P
that will be shared, S is the set of entities (people or
organisations) that are granted access to P 0 , and C is
the condition under which this access is granted.
Note that in Definition 4, it is not necessarily the
case that P 0 ⊆ P , as data may be edited before it is
shared, as in editing the complete current location to
only show the city. Shared profiles, as such, act as access rights, where the condition C simply specifies under what condition do the entities in S have access to
the profile P 0 . As for notation, we note that in the remainder of this paper, we will use XD to refer to the
data part of a shared profile and XN to refer to the
norms of a shared profile.
A shared profile, also referred to as contextual profile in Figure 2, is created by visibility and abstraction
rules that we discuss next.
3.2.3 Visibility Rules and Abstraction
A visibility rule determines who can see what and when.
For example, I may allow friends to have access to my
exact location, while the rest may only have access to
the city where I live. These visibility rules help generate the shared profile introduced above. In order to
preserve privacy, and as illustrated in our location sharing example, some transformations can be applied as a
set of abstraction mappings as defined in [26]. These
abstraction mappings take in input an element of the
input theory, in this case the knowledge graph introduced in Section 2.1.1, and produce in output a rewrite
of this element which captures the desired information

hiding. Formally, these mappings are theory mappings
which map a given theory into a new theory satisfying
the desired constraints [27]. As discussed in detail in
[26], based on the theory in [27], there are only three
types of abstraction mappings, defined in terms of they
operate on entities, attributes and relations, as follows:
Granularity: the granularity operator allows for substituting object wholes with one of its object parts.
This is when one wants to be more specific. The
opposite holds when one wants to be more vague
or general. For example, as from Figure 1, we can
substitute a whole for a part,
Granularity(entity=MyHome)
⇒
entity=Bedroom#1
or, viceversa, a part with a whole,
Granularity(Home.Location = Barcelona)
⇒
Home.Location = Catalonia
In the first case MyHome is substituted with a bedroom inside the house, thus making the information more precise while, vice versa, in the second,
Barcelona is substituted with Catalonia, this making the information more generic and less informative.
Generality: the generality operations allow the folding
of concepts, attributes and relations towards more
general or more specific notions (making them more
implicit or specific, respectively). Thus for instance,
Generality(concept = father)
⇒
concept = relative
Partiality: : the partiality operation allows for the elimination of entities, attribute values and relation values from the shared profile. Thus for instance
Partiality(Car{Color=Red, Brand=Toyota})
⇒
Car{Color=Red}
The intuition underlying these mappings is to generalise
the information content of their input, thus achieving
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the desired level of privacy. Thus, granularity abstracts
a given entity to a more general entity (in the example
above, from the city of Barcelona to the region of Catalonia), generality abstracts a concept to a more general
concept (in the example above, from the concept of father to the concept of relative) while, last but least,
partiality, the most commonly used mappings, allows
to forget some elements of the profile (in the example
above, the brand of the car). While these three mappings are built in the system, it is up to the owner of
the profile to define what is abstracted into what, for
whom, under what conditions, etc.

to share some of its profile. Again, as presented in the
previous section, these decisions are based on the visibility rules that specify what parts of the profile may
be shared with whom and under what circumstances.
The result is the decision engine on individual’s device
creating contextual profiles that share part of the profile in different contexts, sharing it with selected people
under certain circumstances. The contextual profile is
illustrated in Figure 3 as XPi , which is composed of
contextual data XDi and contextual norms XNi , and
where i represents the context. Each individual usually
has a number of contextual profiles.

4 Architecture and operational model

4.2 The Community

We organise this section in three parts. First we present
how the profile of individuals are organised, then we
do the same for communities and, finally, we conclude
with a description of the decision engine that is responsible for decision making when it comes to managing
behaviour.

In addition to the individual’s profile and their building/visibility rules, communities also have profiles and
building/visibility rules. In other words, a community is
just another entity with a profile and building/visibility
rules. However, different from community members, we
say any behaviour in the community should be aligned
with the community norms (whereas one’s behaviour
does not need to be aligned with another’s individual
norms). As such, giving a community member access to
the community’s profile (or at least a selection of that
profile that concerns that member’s interaction in that
community) is essential for ensuring that member’s interaction adheres to the community’s norms. The community may also provide different shared copies of its
profile to different members (the XCPC,i in Figure 3,
where C specifies the community and i specifies the entity that this profile is shared with). For example, a
community may share some sensitive profile data with
its president, but not with other members. It is the
community’s visibility rules that will decide what data/
norms can be accessed by whom (possibly, including
non-members too).
In addition to the visibility rules, building rules are
used to clarify who can edit the original community
profile and how. This is because not all members are
equal. Some may be given special rights in a community that allows them to edit data/norms, and sometimes they may even be allowed to edit the rules themselves (building and visibility rules). Though we must
note here that data is usually much more accessible for
editing than norms, because interactions usually update
community’s data. For example, with Alice making a
new request in the community, the community’s total
number of requests should automatically get updated
by Alice’s decision engine (the entity that creates this
new request).
We have considered centralised and decentralised
approaches for implementing the community profile. In

4.1 The Individual
In Figure 3, the schema of the peer-to-peer architecture for our proposed normative system is presented.
Each individual has a decision engine on her device
that represents her and is used for interacting with others. In other words, individuals interact with each other
through their decision engines, and their communication with their device’s decision engine happen through
a user interface. Whether the decision engine runs all or
some of its computations locally or on a remote server
is an implementation issue that usually depends on the
complexity of the norms and their computational requirements.
As explained in the previous section, each individual
has a profile, composed of data and norms. Additionally, each individual has building and visibility rules
that define how the profile is built and with whom is it
shared (and under what circumstances). As such, the
decision engine on an individual’s device is represented
as having access to these three elements: the building
and visibility rules, in addition to the individual’s complete profile, which is by default private. We note that
each individual has the right to access and edit its own
rules and profile.
For the sake of simplicity, we leave the data sources
that feed the profiles outside of Figure 3, as we choose
to focus here on what is needed for individuals to interact with one another as opposed to building profiles.
When interacting with others, individuals may decide
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Fig. 3 Basic (decentralised) architecture

the former case, the community profile is saved in a
central location. The verification process that grants
access to the community profile adheres with the building and visibility rules is centralised. In the latter case,
the community profile is located on those devices that
communicate and coordinate their actions using distributed ledger technology [12]. Distributed ledger technologies are based on distributed, decentralized peerto-peer networks where, unlike distributed databases,
there is no need for a central administrator (blockchain
is one successful example of distributed ledgers). In this
paper, we will assume the decentralised view of the system and will consider that all decisions are local to each
device as we illustrate in the following section (and in
Figure 3).

Lastly, we note that one individual may be a member of more than one community, and hence the deci-

sion engine on their device will have a number of such
community profiles/rules, as illustrated by Figure 3.

4.3 The Decision Engine
Every time individual or community profile and rules
are being edited, we need to ensure that these actions
abide by the building rules. When an action or event
happens in a community (e.g. a message is received from
another community member, the individual is asking to
perform an action, a deadline has passed, ...), we need
to ensure that responding to this action adheres to the
given norms. For example, if the user is sending a message to other community members, should this message
be forwarded, are there any other computations to be
carried out, etc. We refer to the engine that reacts to
such actions/events and responds accordingly as the decision engine.
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The decision engine at each device must have both
a reactive and proactive behaviour.
– Reactive Behaviour. This allows the decision engine to react to messages received (usually representing the actions being performed), and there are
two types of messages that a decision engine can
receive:
– A message from the user interface. When a user
performs an action, it is translated into a message that is sent to its decision engine through
the user interface.
Upon the receipt of such a message, the decision
engine needs to first verify that the message does
not violate any of the norms.
If the action does not violate any of those norms,
then the decision engine needs to decide what
to do next, usually translated into sending messages to other entities. This decision follows from
the norms that the engine would have checked,
and sometimes taking into account some relevant
profile data.
– A message from another decision engine. As
with the previous case, the decision engine needs
to first verify that the message does not violate
any of the community norms. This re-checking
upon receipt ensures that the sender’s decision
engine has not been manipulated to cheat. If the
message violates any of the community norms,
then it may either be discarded, or if the community norms require sanctioning, then the appropriate sanctions should be executed.
However, if the action obeys the community
norms, then the decision engine needs to decide what to do next, which is usually translated
into sending messages to other entities and/or
the user interface. As above, this decision takes
into consideration the community and individual
norms.
– Proactive Behaviour. This allows the decision engine to proactively perform actions as required by
the norms. For example, incentivising norms might
remind a user to complete their profile, if this has
been neglected for some time, or remind the user of
how much their contribution to their community is
valued, if they haven’t been active lately. A norm
suppressing messages when one is sleeping might
send these messages when the alarm goes off to wake
the user. While external events might trigger reactive behaviour, we argue that internal events trigger
proactive behaviour (e.g. reaching a timeout).
The decision engine is triggered when an action is
performed, and we view all actions as messages. For
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example, the user pressing a button is translated into
a message from the user to its decision engine. Messages may be of two types, those received by decision
engine from its associated user (in other words, one’s
actions are translated to messages that are sent to the
user’s own decision engine), and those received by other
decision engines. Notice that here we put the restriction that no one can send messages directly to another
user’s decision engine, before having their message passing through their own decision engine first. Another issue to note is that we assume interactions happen in
communities. As such, each message is associated with
a given community.
The decision engine may also be triggered when an
event happens (e.g. an alarm goes off, or a timeout is
reached). In this case, the decision engine will require a
list of relevant events that may trigger it and their associated communities (when applicable). For example, an
alarm that marks that a community’s deadline is near
will be associated with that specific community, but an
alarm that wakes up a person might not be associated
with any community.
Figure 4 illustrates the behaviour of the decision
engine. If triggered by receiving a message, it extracts
all the norms relevant for that message, that is, the
associated community norms, the individual norms associated with the user of this decision engine, and other
norms that have been associated with this specific message (e.g. if one wants others to know that she is only
looking for people in her vicinity, then this norm gets attached with the message). If triggered by an event, the
relevant norms to be checked by the decision engine are
then the individual norms associated with decision engine’s user, and the norms of the community associated
with the event, if any.
After compiling the set of relevant norms, the decision engine checks the norms one by one in order to see
assess the consequences with respect to the triggering
message or event. For example, does it need to perform
some computations? Send some information back to its
user? Forward the incoming message (if any) to another
decision engine? Set a timer to perform some action at a
later time? These consequences are usually specified by
the norms. However, after compiling the complete set
of consequences, and before executing them, the decision engine needs to make sure that these consequences
do not have consequences themselves. As such, it goes
into a loop (see the loop in Figure 4) to check the consequences of the consequences, and will continue to repeat this until there are no new consequences arising.
When that is reached, the compiled set of consequences
is executed, and the job of dealing with the triggering
message or event is done.
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Fig. 4 An illustration of the decision engine’s algorithm

Properties of the decision engine. In what follows we
present a few properties of our decision engine’s algorithm.
The first property is a property about the decision
engine’s algorithm itself, namely, its finiteness. Despite
having a loop, the algorithm always comes to an end
after a finite number of steps.
Property 1 (Finiteness) The decision engine’s algorithm will always terminate after a finite number of
steps.
Proof Sketch For any message/event triggering the decision engine, the decision engine will check the norms
one by one and compile a set of consequences C 0 . The
decision engine then loops to check the consequences of
C 0 . And so on. The decision engine exits this loop when
there are no more new consequences to consider.

As the set of norms is finite, it is then inevitable that
the set of consequences will also be finite. With a finite
set of consequences, the decision engine is guaranteed
to eventually exit this loop and terminate its execution.
The second property is a property about community
behaviour. It states that with our proposed normativebased system, norms are a necessary condition for any
behaviour to emerge in a community. If the set of norms
is empty for a given community, then nothing can happen in that community.
Property 2 (Necessity of Norms) Norms are a
necessary condition for any behaviour to emerge in a
community.
Proof Sketch Following the algorithm of Figure 4, for
every message or event that will trigger the norm engine, the set of norms to be evaluated will be retrieved.
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Now let us assume that this set of norms is empty:
N = ∅. The algorithm will try to go through existing
norms one by one to check their relevance with respect
to the triggering message/event and extract the corresponding consequences when appropriate. However, as
the set of norms is empty, then there are no norms
to check and the set of consequences will be empty
too: C = ∅. With no consequences, the triggering message/event will result in no actions to be performed.
With no actions performed, no behaviour can emerge
in the community, regardless of the triggering messages
and events.
The third property is about the propagation of messages in a community. It essentially states that as long
as the norms require the forwarding of messages to all
adjacent nodes, and there are no other norms that condition this forwarding, then any two nodes connected
by a path can send messages to each other.
Property 3 (Reachability) If there exists a norm
that requires sending and forwarding messages to all
neighbouring nodes unconditionally, then a message
sent by node n0 can propagate through a path P =
{n0 , n1 , ..., nl } of any length l ∈ N∗ .
Proof Sketch Say there is a norm that states that any
message to be sent shall be sent to all neighbouring
nodes:
IF
to_send(N,M)
and neighbours(N,NN)
THEN
send(N,NN,M)
where to send(N,M) states that node N wants to send
the message M, neighbours(N,NN) states that the set
of all neighbouring nodes of N is NN, and send(N,NN,M)
states that a message M is to be sent from node N to the
set of neighbouring nodes NN.
Also say there is a norm that states that any received message is to be forwarded to all neighbouring
nodes:
IF

Now we show that a message sent by n0 will propagate through a path P = {n0 , n1 , ..., nl } of any length
l ∈ N∗ .
First, we note that when node n0 sends a message,
the decision engine of Figure 4 will send this message
all neighbouring nodes of n0 , including node n1 , and
that is in accordance with the consequences of the first
norm presented above. As such, we show that a message
propagates through a path of length 1.
Second, we note that if a message propagates
through a path P of length m then it will propagate
through a path P of length m + 1. This is because if
a node nm receives a message, the decision engine will
result in sending the message to all neighbouring nodes
of nm , which include the node nm+1 . And that is in
accordance with the consequences of the second norm
presented above. As such, we show that if a message
propagates through a path of length m, then it will
propagate through a path of length m + 1.
Given that a message is guaranteed to propagate
through a path of length 1, and given that if a message propagates through a path of length m then it will
propagate through a path of length m + 1, by inductions, we can then say that a message can propagate
though a path of any length l ∈ N∗ .
There are other properties of interest that we leave
for future work. For example, while Property 3 is based
on the norm that all nodes will forward a message to
all other neighbouring nodes (that is, the probability of
forwarding a message to all neighbouring nodes is 1), it
would be interesting to show that reachability decreases
as the probability of forwarding a message to neighbouring nodes goes below 1. Such a property helps, for
example, assess the impact of privacy on reachability.
We know that norms usually make heavy use of profile data. As such, the more the data is private, then
the less effective the norms can be. And if reachability
is affected by such norms, then reachability will certainly decrease with the increase of privacy. The proof
of such interesting properties, however, will be experimental proof, where one can make use of simulations to
verify the property in question. As mentioned earlier,
this is left for future work.

received(N,N’,M)
and neighbours(N’,NN)
THEN
send(N’,NN,M)
where received(N,N’,M) states that a message M has
been received by N’ from N.
And say there exists no other norm that conditions
the above behaviour: the behaviour of sending and forwarding messages to all neighbouring nodes.

5 A motivating Example
In this example we will specify the interaction between
a number of people in an open community of mutual
help. The community is inspired with the WeNet use
case in mind, an open community allowing one to find
help with everyday tasks, such as picking up one’s child
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Fig. 5 The social network of the WeNet example

from school, finding some friends to dine with, or finding some people to play padel with. It finds help by
propagating help requests through one’s social network.
In our specific example, we keep the community’s social
network very limited for the sake of simplicity. Figure 5
presents the social network associated with our example, where a link from node n to n0 represents that n0
is a friend of n. The relevant community and individual profiles associated with the nodes of Figure 5 are
presented in Figure 6.
The community profile that defines a community
contains data about the community (Lines 1–5 of Figure 6), such as the list of members of the community, the
list of suspended accounts, etc. The profile also contains
the norms that specify the rules of interaction. These
rules help shape community behaviour, and in our example, they attempt to increase collaboration. The first
rule, or community norm (Lines 6–13), restricts continuous requests for help if the requester hasn’t been volunteering himself (it essentially doesn’t permit 5 consecutive requests without making any offer to help).
The second community norm (Lines 14–18) enforces a
strict penalty on volunteers that commit to helping others and then fail to go through with their commitment,
by suspending their participation in the community for
24 hours (and suspended accounts cannot make new
requests for help: Lines 19–22).
In addition to community norms that govern community behaviour, individuals may also have their own
norms, also saved as part of their profiles. For example,
Alice has a norm that states that only people closeby (in
the same city) may receive her requests (Lines 34–37).
Ethan has a private norm that states that notifications
are to be suppressed when he is napping (Lines 55–58).
Fiona, a professional padel player, has a private norm
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that states that requests to play padel are to be ignored
if they come from novice players (Lines 64–67). In addition to individual norms, profiles hold data about the
user, like their current location, their competency in
padel, whether they own a car or not, etc. Not all individual profiles specify all data attributes, this is up
to the user to decide what to save in their profile. It is
also up to the user to decide what profile information to
share and with whom. To keep the example simple, we
keep the visibility rules out of Figure 6, and we present
the shared data and norms.
In this example, Alice is sharing her location, her
level at playing padel (novice), and her norm that requires that only people in the same city may receive
her request (Lines 38-43). Notice that we use ‘all’ in
the notation for shared norms or data (e.g. XNalice,all
or XDalice,all ) to state that this part of the profile is to
be shared with everyone. Bob, Ethan, Fiona and George
are sharing the city where they are located, which is extracted from their private location, and whether they
have a car or not (Lines 46-47, 59–60, 68–69, and 72–
73, respectively). Carla is sharing her location city (Line
49). Dave is not sharing any information about himself.
Now say Alice is looking for someone to play padel
with tonight. For this specific request, she might add an
additional norm, such as they must have a car to drop
her off later at night. This additional norm is shared
with everyone in the specific context of this request
(see XNalice,all,requestId on lines 75–79 of Figure 6).
The norm essentially states that whoever receives a request from Alice, they should not be notified about the
request if they do not have a car.
Alice will attempt to send her request on the WeNet
platform, with the new request-related norm embedded. The objective of WeNet is to start propagating
her request within her social network, starting from
her friends, to her friends of friends, and so on. This
is achieved with each decision engine that receives the
request, starting with her own decision engine, deciding
whether it needs to send its user a notification about
this request or not, and whether it should forward it to
friends or not. Decisions of a decision engine are made
by checking community norms, the individual norms of
the associated user, the requester’s shared norms, and
any request-related norm associated with the specific
request.
The steps for propagating the request and finding
a volunteer is described next by the reaction of the
different decision engines at the different stages of the
request propagation. Note that the interaction here is
asynchronous. Of course, some actions will happen in
a specific order. For example, Alice’s decision engine
must first kick of the propagation of the request before
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Dcommunity = { members(alice, bob, carla, dave, ethan, fiona);
suspended{};
consecutive requests(alice,3);
consecutive requests(bob,5);
...
}
Ncommunity = {IF
attempt new request(Requester,Request,RRNorms) and consecutive requests(Requester,X) and X<5
THEN
new request(Requester,Request,RRNorms);
IF
attempt new request(Requester, , ) and consecutive requests(X) and X=5
THEN
message(Requester, "You may not request help as you first need to offer help.");
IF
committed to offer help(X,Request) and failed(X,Request)
THEN
suspend(X) and message(Requester, "Your account is suspended for 24 hours because you failed to fulfil your
commitment.");
IF
attempt new request(Requester, , ) and suspended(Requester,true)
THEN
message(Requester, "You may not make new requests as your account has been suspended for 24 hours.")
}
XDcommunity,alice = {
suspended(alice,false);
consecutive requests(alice,3);
...
}
XDcommunity,bob = {
suspended(bob,false);
consecutive requests(bob,5);
... }
...
Dalice = {
location("Calle Enric Granados 15, 08008 Barcelona");
competency(padel,novice) }
Nalice = {
IF
new request(alice,Request, ) and city location(alice,City)
THEN
}
friends in city(City,Friends) and forward request(alice,Request,Friends)
XDalice,all = {location(alice, "Barcelona"};
competency(alice,padel,novice)
}
XNalice,all = {IF
new request(alice,Request, ) and city location(alice,City)
THEN
}
friends in city(City,Friends) and forward request(alice,Request,Friends)
Dbob = {
location("Carrer de Verdi, 32, 08012 Barcelona");
has(car,true)
}
XDbob,all = { location(bob, "Barcelona");
has(bob,car,true)
}
Dcarla = {
location("Passeig de Gràcia, 43, 08007 Barcelona")
}
XDcarla,all = {location(carla, "Barcelona")
}
Ddave = {
location("Pg. de Sant Joan, 152, 08037 Barcelona");
has(car,true)
}
Dethan = {
location("Carrer de Balmes, 197, 08006 Barcelona");
has(car,true);
competency(padel,professional)
}
Nethan = {
IF
naptime(true) and notify(Request)
THEN
}
supress notification(Request)
XDethan,all = {location(ethan,"Carrer de Balmes, 08006 Barcelona");
has(ethan,car,true)
}
Dfiona = {
location("Av. de Sarrià, 45, 08029 Barcelona");
has(car,true);
competency(padel,intermediate)
}
Nfiona = {
IF
new request(Requester,Request) and request type(play padel) and ¬ competency(Requester,padel,professional)
THEN
¬ notify(fiona,Request)
}
XDfiona,all = {location(fiona, "08029 Barcelona");
has(fiona,car,true)
}
Dgeorge = { location("9 Bywater St, London SW3 4XD, UK");
has(car,true)
}
XDgeorge,all = {location(george, "London"),
has(george,car,true)
}
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XNalice,all,requestId = {
IF
receive request(alice,R) and ¬ has(X,car)
THEN
¬ notify(X,R) }

Fig. 6 WeNet example: individual and community profiles (data and norms)
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other decision engines can start receiving messages and
reacting to them. Or Ethan’s decision engine must first
receive the request from Carla’s before it can react to
it. However, we do not know for sure whether Carla’s
decision engine will receive the request before Dave’s or
Fiona’s, for example. As such, the steps below describing the reaction of the different decision engines does
not have a specific order (keeping in mind, of course,
that a decision engine must receive a message before
reacting to it).
– Alice’s decision engine – Initiating the propagation: Receiving Alice’s request, Alice’s decision engine first checks whether it violates any community
norms. As the number of consecutive requests made
since Alice’s last offer for help is 3 (Line 25), it fulfils
the first community norm (Lines 6–13) and doesn’t
break any other community norm (for instance, she
is not breaking the norm on Lines 19–22 because
her account is not suspended —Line 24). Individual
and request-related norms are also not broken. As
such, Alice’s decision engine decides to propagate
the message to her friends Bob, Carla and Dave.
– Carla’s decision engine: Checking the relevant
norms, Carla’s decision engine decides that Carla
should not be notified of the request, and simply
forwards the message to Carla’s friends (in this simplified network, just Ethan). This is because Carla
does not have any information on whether she owns
a car or not, and the request-related norm requires
the recipient of the request to own a car.
– Dave’s decision engine: Dave’s decision engine also
suppresses sending the notification to Dave and simply forwards the request to Dave’s friends (in this
simplified network, Fiona). This is because Dave’s
location and car ownership are kept private when
there is a shared norm from the requester (Alice)
requiring Dave to be in Barcelona and a requestrelated norm requiring Dave to have a car.
– Bob’s decision engine: Unlike Carla and Dave, Bob
fulfils all requirements. He is in the same city as
Alice (Barcelona) and has a car. As such, he receives
a notification about Alice’s request, and his decision
engine forwards the request to his friends (in this
simplified network, Fiona and George).
– Fiona’s decision engine: Fiona’s decision engine receives the request from both Bob and Dave’s decision engines, but Fiona has a private norm that
ignores invitations to play padel if they come from
novice players. As Alice’s shared profile with Fiona
states that she is novice at padel, Fiona’s decision
engine does not send a notification about Alice’s request to Fiona.
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– George’s decision engine: George’s decision engine
receives the request from Bob, but as George is
currently in London, his decision engine does not
send him the notification about Alice’s request (as
it break’s Alice’s shared norm that requires being in
the same city as Alice).
– Ethan’s decision engine: Ethan’s decision engine receives the request from Carla’s, but a notification to
Ethan is momentarily suppressed as Ethan is taking
a nap and he has a private norm that requires suppressing notifications when napping. Finally, when
Ethan wakes up from his nap, he receives Alice’s
request and he accepts.
– Alice’s decision engine – Finding a volunteer: Alice’s decision engine receives Ethan’s acceptance,
and it decides to notify Alice about this. Alice now
has one volunteer to play padel with that fulfils her
requirements.
For the sake of simplicity, the reader will notice that
the example has been extremely simplified. For example, we do not explain how the predicate “suspend(X)”
(Line 17) manages the list of suspended accounts (Line
2), or how the predicate “city location( )” (Line 35) extracts the city from a given location. The objective of
this example is to illustrate how our proposed system
ensures the interaction between people adheres to both
community norms and individual ones without jeopardising people’s privacy. It also illustrates the impact of
private and public information (whether it was concerning data or norms) on both local and external decisions
processes. For instance, we note that private individual
information (data or norms) are better suited to control local behaviour, whereas shared individual information are better suited for controlling the behaviour
(or decision process) on others’ decision engines. For example, to see how shared norms can have an impact on
other decision engines: notice that all decision engineers
are aware of Alice’s norm of restricting notifications to
those in the same city, but only the impact of a private norm is local to the decision engine of the private
norm’s owner only. For example, Fiona’s private norm
filters the notifications sent to Fiona concerning padel
requests to those that come from professional padel
players. No one needs to know Fiona’s restriction. And
if a requester does not share their expertise on padel
with Fiona, then their request will never get to Fiona,
without them being aware of this.
Also note that for privacy reasons, not sharing some
information assumes that the information does not exist. For instance, Dave fulfils Alice’s requirements as he
has a car and he is in the same city. And Dave’s decision engine is fully capable of confirming this as it has
access to his private data. But by notifying Dave of Al-
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ice’s request, Alice can automatically deduce that Dave
is in the same city (if he accepts). And as such, Dave’s
privacy concerning his location would be broken. For
this reason, Dave’s decision engine assumes that private data is not used for actions that have implications
outside Dave’s decision engine.
And again for privacy reasons, the community only
shares the account suspension information with the account holder only: each community member can only
know whether their own account has been suspended
or not.
6 Related Work
The main idea that our proposed architecture is built
upon is the profile, which is composed of the more traditional data element, as well as the more novel norms
element. As such, in this section, we present the related
work in the fields of both profiles and normative systems.
The issue of how to define meaningful profiles has
been extensively studied in various sub-fields of Artificial Intelligence, see e.g. [30, 57]. Two are the main differences with the notion of profile presented here. The
first is that, in all this previous work, what is being
profiled is the user while in this work we profile people,
i.e., their overall behaviour, independently of whether
this behavior involves machines. As a matter of fact,
the profile in Section 2 is mainly focused on people’s
everyday life properties. The second is that, in all the
previous work, the profile is built by the system, largely
independently from the user, for instance, in order to
provide the most relevant product [41, 45]. In the work
described here, the profile is built under the total control of the entity being profiled, and with the goal, not
to enable a better system behaviour, but rather to be
applied by other people, as a key ingredient for enabling
better social interactions. It is important to point out
also that some of the approaches used to represent and
manage the knowledge in the profiles are based on semantic web techniques [8, 17, 24].
The notion of profile presented here shares some basic principles with the work on contextual privacy [47,
5]. In this work, agents are associated with a set of
attributes which describe them, i.e., their profile. Key
elements of profiles are roles, namely properties that
characterise the way something, e.g., an agent, participates in some course of action. In this work, agents may
hold multiple roles in parallel and usually hold them
for some limited amount of time; thus, for instance, an
agent can be at the same time a doctor and the recipient of a message. As from [47], agents interact via communication actions where each communication action
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consists of a sender, a recipient and a message, and the
context of a communication action is the sets of roles
that the involved agents have in that communication
actions. Many of the ideas are common: we both profile
people, rather just users, and we both have the idea of
having the profile, in our case the public profile, defined
in terms of the current interaction context. We also have
a notion of role, where we take roles as described in [31,
44], which seems very similar to their notion. The key
difference is that the work described in [47, 5] is foundational and focused on the basic principles while here we
propose an approach that uses context-driven profiles
to adapt what is shared to the different contexts.
The notion of (lifelong) management of personal
data is discussed in [53]. This work, which is rather
general and focused on basic principles, provides useful
guidelines for how to store, maintain and use personal
data. Of specific interest is the notion of partial identity,
where a partial identity is the description of a person
within a certain (situational) context. Thus, a person
may have a partial identity at work, another when shopping, another when in vacation and so on. Furthermore,
these partial identities evolve and change in time following the dynamics of the life of a person. Many of the
long term issues described in this work (e.g., the minimisation of data made available to third parties) are
implemented in the private profile, as implemented inside iLog, and also via the implementation of the public
profile. As a matter of fact our notion of public profile
can be seen as an implementation of the idea of partial
identity. Related and motivated by the ideas in [53] is
the work on PPL, for Primelife Policy Language [59,
2]. The idea of norms which can be circulated together
with data and which can be used to define how these
data should be used maps directly to the PPL notion
of sticky policies. With respect to the general idea of
sticky policies, the type of norms that we have considered in this paper are limited to the management and
circulation of the personal profile.
Another important aspect of our profiles is their
inclusions of norms, allowing the proposed system to
act as a normative system. Normative systems have attracted considerable attention in the multi-agent systems community as one approach to maintaining the
autonomy of agents while ensuring community goals
and aspirations are fulfilled. Relevant work in this field
is the work on electronic institutions [16] that help organise collective activities by restricting interactions to
abide by some established conventions (which may be
understood as norms). While normative systems have
excelled at addressing issues such as coordination and
cooperation [1], they have left a number of open challenges. In this paper we deal with two such issues which
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are crucial in the design of open communities. The
first is how to reconcile individual goals with community goals. A number of approaches have been studied to take the individual into consideration, such as
norm synthesis techniques that would help norms evolve
based on individuals’ behaviour [46], or norm evolution
that would allow the individuals to reason about norms
through argumentation [48]. But what about individual norms that one is not willing to share with their
fellow community member? The second is that in such
an open environment the individual privacy should be
protected. For instance one would not want to let others
know of the blatant contradiction between community
and individual norms.
Also relevant to our work is the work in agent-based
simulations [42], where a theory of agent behaviour for
specific contexts is needed to model agent behaviour.
While behavioural models are usually used to model
agents, normative models may also be used for developing a heuristic model of behaviour. However, like others, these do not provide solutions to the two issues we
raise above.

7 Past, current and future work
This paper has proposed a decentralised architecture for normative systems that introduces individual
norms, while ensuring the privacy of people. These ideas
and architecture, including the decision engine of Section 4.3 are being developed, and continuously evolving, as part of the WeNet project. The implementation of WeNet’s platform is based on the adaptation
and integration of two pre-existing systems. The first is
the uHelp app [38], which provides the mechanism for
matching and connecting suitable people, and is currently being modified to mediate community interactions through norms. The second is the iLog system [65],
the core of the private profile component, as originally
specified in [25, 24, 58]. Considerable effort has been devoted to the development of techniques for learning profile data from sensor data and human-machine interactions, and this has implemented as part of the work
described in [64, 28,58].
Our current next steps are an extension of the existing WeNet platform aimed at introducing different
types of norms and corresponding different types of profiles. In fact, as illustrated above, norms can be used
to specify the rules of interaction in a community, but
also to introduce more specialised rules, such as rules
specifying what is considered ethical and unethical, or
rules specifying how to motivate people to act in a certain way. Working on incentives and linking them with
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norms is an ongoing work, which we hope to report on
next.
One aspect that has not been analysed in this paper
and left for future work is the conflict resolution mechanism. Having people specify their own norms will probably result in conflicting rules, and a mechanism will
be needed to address such conflicts.
Last, but not least, we have illustrated with the example of Section 5 the impact of sharing (or not) data
and norms. Our next steps include plans to formally explore the properties of our proposed system, especially
when it comes to understanding private versus shared
profile data and norms.
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